
EECS3311 Software Design (Fall 2020)

Q&A - Lecture Series W1

Monday, September 14



- Lab1 released (2 weeks)
   * Finishing Lab0 asap helps.
   * Instructions (background)
   * Starter tests (precise documentation)
   * Optional tutorials on node and tree routines
- Quiz1 due: 5pm EST, Friday Sep. 18
- Scheduled labs on Wednesday:
        10am - 11:30am
        2:30pm to 4pm
- Lab0 questions?



Missing Case from L5 and L11?

Weaker vs. Stronger Precondition
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there should be exactly one violation of the contract (by either 
supplier or client) and that it’s better than having none or both 
violate the contract… I understand why it’s better than both 
violate, but I don’t understand why is it better than none 
violating the contract (in other words, shouldn’t the best case be 
no violations of the contract by either  supplier nor client)

No contract violation is good? Given a faulty implementation, 
having no contract violation 
means your contract is incomplete.

abs_val(i: INTEGER): INTEGER
   do
       

   ensure
       i > 0 implies Result = i
   
   end
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What is a contract?

What exactly does the “contract” part in design by contract 
mean? Is it referring to the boolean expressions stated in the 
precondition, postcondition, and class invariant? So when there 
is a contract violation, the violation refers to a condition 
where one of those boolean expressions is false?

Think of contract as adding an extra layer of declaration properties 
(using predicates), specifying obligations/benefits between routines, 
against which your implementation/code is checked against.
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Importance of a postcondition
In Tutorial Part 5: Why does the first incidence of the incorrect query with the assertion result 
in an assertion violation error but the second incidence results in a postcondition violation error? 
Both incidents violate the postcondition so shouldn’t both of them result in a postcondition violation 
error if the postcondition is checked before the assertion is checked?

client
Faulty Supplier, Weak Contract

Faulty Supplier, Strong Contract
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Supplier there
class TESLL
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Bank Accounts in Java: Version 4 Critique

Supplier
Client

So when there's a contract violation, 
only one side should be blamed. 
But in this example, 
you said that it is not the case. Is it 
because both supplier and client are to 
be blamed, or neither?
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